
1 Breathe once.

Standard pinch valvesAdapter 

Simply push the air into your inflatable. You can stand, lie down or 
kneel on the bag to push the air. If you like, roll up the closure a few 
more times when the Fluxbag empties.

For very large inflatables, fill the Fluxbag two or even three times. 
The nozzle remains in the inflatable and you flux until the desired 
pressure level is achieved.

Flat valves Screw-cap valves

Usage directions for your Fluxbag

2 Roll up.

3 Flux it! + Pillow

Roll up the closure 
four to five times 
and snap the buckle.

In order to use the Fluxbag as a pillow, close 
the adapter with the lid . Then just fill it 2/3 
with air.

Form a knot with the closure´s ends before you 
close the buckle to prevent your Fluxbag from 
accidentally opening.

While holding the 
Fluxbag open from 
the inside with your 
thumbs and index 
fingers, blow firmly 
into the bag from 
about 30cm / 12in 
away.

Moderate winds 
make fluxing a bit 
more challenging. 
For best results, 
stand in a 
wind-protected place 
or alongside the 
wind´s direction.

When possible, choose the 
shorter nozzle for optimal 
“flux time.” Pinching it deep 
into the valve will push the 
inside non-return lip aside.

This nozzle is sized to fit 
20mm flat valves like 
those that come with 
sleeping pads by leading 
outdoor equipment 
manufacturers.

To inflate screw-cap valves, pull 
the appropriate connector tube 
over the conical nozzle and then 
over the inflatable´s valve cap.

Make sure the 
adapter is firmly 
screwed into the 
Fluxbag. 

After breathing into 
the Fluxbag, pull 
the ends of the 
roll-up closures 
quickly to capture 
the maximum 
amount of air.

A strong breeze 
lets you save your 
breath entirely. 
Hold the Fluxbag 
just above the 
ground and it will 
fill on its own.
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